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Kloudspun is a company driven by engineers with the ideal of 

promoting the best technologies to help manage networks 

resources.   

NPAE – NETBUILDER 
Multi-layer DWDM OTN SONET SDH ETHERNET MPLS GMPLS & Virtual Network planning tool 

Kloudspun’s NPAE NetBuilder, based on advanced 

patent pending algorithms helps plan multi-layer 

networks. Given a connectivity matrix and traffic 

demand, NetBuilder synthesizes the network 

topology needed to satisfy the demand. 

 

NetBuilder is a tool purpose built for today’s fast 

changing technology and network design. It can be 

used for rapid network planning and helps arrive at 

tangible results, fast.  

 

NetBuilder can also be used in an existing network 

to optimize existing circuit layout, enforce policies 

and perform failure analysis. 

 

A short summary of usecases with NPAE NetBuilder  

 Validate network topologies that can be built 

with a given fiber network 

 Create fiber reach scenarios rapidly 

 Validate network usecases – (for ex: wireless 

backhaul) 

 Simulate networks to avoid rework 

 Identify choke points 

 Create an up to date fiber inventory with 

growth plans clearly identified 

 Run various what-if scenarios 

 Identify sub-optimal areas of the network 

 Document network topology and demand 

capability 

. 

 

 Key Differentiators 

Simplicity: 

Web 2.0 enabled platform, available as a SaaS offering 

Simple intuitive interface resulting in a very short 

learning curve 

Supports any dark or lit fiber configurations 

Performance: 

Driven by powerful patent pending algorithms 

State of the art software architecture 

Produces fast results even on very large complex 

networks 

Scalability: 

Able to scale to very large networks easily 

Brownfield/Greenfield planning: 

Plan expansions, restructuring and modifications in 

existing networks. Its unique simulation capability 

allows you to validate results without impacting 

existing traffic and service levels. 

Features 

DWDM/OTN/SDH/SONET/ETHERNET/MPLS/ GMPLS 

Supports multi-layer “protocol” enabled networks 

supports protocol agnostic network modelling 

Reachability and Diversity Analysis 

Shared Risk Groups 

Event, Fiber failure analysis 

Proposed fiber build-out validation 

Virtual or physical network validation 

Supports planning for  

 Unprotected circuits 

 Partial or Fully protected circuits 

 Shared protection circuits 

 


